




















43. In 1977, on my tirst night with the blue I were dragging hay 

to the elephants in stockcars. Vance, who was nicknamed "Punchy" because he 

punched everybody, hit me under my jaw with his trunk. [went flying and was 

knocked out. When I woke up, I was under Gildah. Vance was straining against 

his chains trying to reach for me. At tirst, I thought Gildah had downed me. She 

was stretched out over me, but was barely touching me. Gildah was protecting me 

from Vanee. Either she didn't want to see me hurt, or didn't want to see Vanee 

punished for acting up, or both. I had an abrasive scrape wound on my chest and 

chin caused by the friction of Vance's rough-skinned trunk hitting me with such 

force_found me a minute later. I went after Vance with a hot shot in the 

stockcar. I burned out two hot shots and fried him for about ten minutes. He was 

screaming and regurgitating water. 

44. A year later, I left the blue unit and went back home 

45. Buckles left Ringling when they could not reach agreement on a contract and hc 

went to work for the Big Apple Circus. Axel Gautier transferred from Circus 

World and took Buckle's place on the blue unit. Franz Tisch was hired to replace 

Gautier at Circus World. Tisch hired me back to the circus in 1978. I was hired as 

an experienced bull hand to manage the tough elephants, Major, Vance, Hugo, 

Juno, Syd, and Charlie. These elephants had been on the road for two years and 

were taken otT and brought to Circus World. I was hired by Franz to "square them 

all away," the circus term for beating an elephant. Franz couldn't work Major or 

the other tough elephants. Gunther Gebel-Williams had gotten Franz the job. 



Gunther was a horse and cat man. He worked elephants, but didn' t know how to 

train them. 

46. One day, Major and Juno nearly killed an elephant handler naraed 

They were on the picket line, outside, chained by one front leg. When" 

walked by, Major knocked him over to Juno with his trunk. Juno knocked him 

back to Major with her front leg. Major was trying to do a head stand on_ 
I rescued_as Major was trying to gore him with his one 

short tusk. He was bruised, but didn't need to go to the hospital. 

47. Sometime after that, Major knocked me down at Circus World. I walked into the 

barn to throw down hay. Major lunged forward and got me on the head with his 

trunk and tried to gore me with his one tusk. I was knocked into the bam wall. I 

went behind Major and beat him for five minutes with a bull hook and used a hot 

shot. I took a break, then beat him more. I laid him down and hooked him 

repeatedly in his ear canaL The second beating lasted 10 minutes. Major was 

screaming bloody murder. 

48. Major was a very dangerous, rogue elephant who is now dead. Theodore 

Svertesky put Major down in Venice, Florida. Svertesky was later killed in 

Ringling's 1994 train wreck. When the train derailed, a refrigerator fell on him. 

49. After about six months of being back at Circus World, sometime in 1978, Gary 

Jacobson offered me ajob working for him in Reno at the JA Nugget casino. I 

was hired t~.train Tina, a young elephant who performed with an older elephant 
.s; t-f., ---If ~ If" 

named Bertha. Tina was originally named Brenda and came from Carson & 



Barnes Circus. She was running amok on stage. She was six years old and we had 
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only six weeks to train her. Gary Jacobson and J trained her with brute force. 

50. Tina could lie down, move up, trunk up, but didn't do them very well. We trained 

her to "bottle walk." The "bottle walk" is where they walk on small pedestals and 

they have to synchronize their front and opposing back leg while walking forward 

and backward. 

51. We trained Tina to walk a balance beam, pull slot machines with her trunk, head 

stand, hind leg stand, front leg walk, and, we harness broke her. 
S H./.5·ta.tva 

52. We trained Tina by working with her twice a day, 1·1/2 hours each session; 

beatings were daily. She was a smart elephant and caught on quick. She had quite 

a few hook marks on her and we used quite a bit of electricity. Tina had one day 

off a week, but we still worked her on her day off by putting her through her 

routines to see what she had learned. 

53. Bertha knew not to crap on stage, but Tina didn't. Tina was fed sparingly during 

the day so that she wouldn't crap on stage while performing inside the theater. 

Gary presented the elephant act during the show. We opened for a number of 

famous entertainers, including Red Skelton, Dick Clark, Bo Diddly, and Susan 

Anton. 

54. J worked at the Nugget for six months. I quit in 1979 and went to Myrtle Beach, 

S.C., where I again worked in construction. I left because I didn't like Reno and 

was tired of working there. Gary was at the Nugget for about two years. 

55. I was out of the circus business for awhile and worked in carpentry and 

construction. In 1997, Gary Jacobson hired me to work at CEC. 



56. When Kenny, the baby elephant, died on the road in 1998, Gary told me that 

Mark Oliver Gebel called him up at CEC and said, "Send me another," like he 

was ordering up a replacement for a broken prop. Gary refused to send him 

another baby. 

57. I was absent the day that David Mannes was attacked in 2005. A co-worker told 

me the next day what happened. Tova nearly killed him while he was moving 

Tova out to a pen and crushed him up pretty bad. 

58. Some power tricks they've stopped doing because it was crippling the elephants at 

too young of an age and causing arthritis and ruptures in their uterus. Power tricks 

include standing on a tub on one leg and walking on their hind legs. The one foot 

stand has crippled quite a few elephants, including Sophie. 

59. The bullhooks used in the ring during a show are called "show hooks." It's 

smaller and the handle is painted black or taped with black plastic tape so it can't 

be seen by the audience. Bigger, non-breakable bullhooks are used in training and 

handling. 

60. A bull hook was never referred to as a "guide." I never heard anyone in the circus 

ever refer to the bullhook as a "guide." The bullhook is designed for one purpose, 

and one purpose only, to inflict pain and punishment. I should know, I used to 

make them. I built them to where you can' t break them, no matter how hard you 

hit the elephant. The first test is to go out to an oak tree and test drive it by 

whacking as hard as I could to try to break it and to try to shake the hook loose. 

I've probably made at least fifty bullhooks throughout my career. 



61. During the course of my career, I've seen elephants heing beaten who have no 

idea why they are being beaten or what is expected of them. They will start 

randomly lifting one leg, then another and another, lifting their trunk, hoping 

some trick will satisfy the trainer and make the beating stop. 

62. Towards the end of my career, when someone would ask me what I did for a 

living and I'd say that I was an elephant trainer for Ringling, the .first thing they 

would ask is, "Is it true you have to beat elephants to make them perfonn those 

tricks?" I stopped telling people what I did for a living. I was ashamed. 
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